
The Moon in the 21st century
- prospects of the moon industrial exploitation&mining

The international exhibition: the real space tech & science achievements and the moon industry future.    

The real moon minerals, space tech and the tech prototypes to conquer the moon. 
From soviets to the present world corporations.

What we know about the moon, what we have got, what we will do. 
Are you interested? Visit the exhibition and find out!



The moon intrigues different curious minds since the times when the mankind opened the eyes and looked up the sky. Besides the moon is a perfect place for a space
port and a point to start space expansion – it’s a real treasure space island for the industrial basis of the mankind. The samples of regolith delivered to Earth and the
samples of lunar meteorites contain the basis of the future industrial power for the mankind and provide the best reason to return to the moon in the 21st century.
Scientists argue that with its vast stores of nonpolluting nuclear fuel, our lunar neighbor holds the key to Earth's future. Small quantities of helium-3 (a lightweight
isotope of the familiar gas that fills birthday balloons) previously discovered on Earth intrigued the scientific community. The unique atomic structure of helium-3
promises to make it possible to use it as fuel for nuclear fusion, the process that powers the sun, to generate vast amounts of electrical power without creating the
troublesome radioactive byproducts produced in conventional nuclear reactors. Helium-3 could help free the mankind from dependence on fossil fuels. Besides, the
researches of the mineralogical composition of the lunar soil show that the moon is reach of rare earth elements –the basis for the high-tech industry. Thus
extracting helium-3 and other rare earth elements from the moon and returning it to Earth would, of course, be difficult, but the potential rewards would be
staggering for those who embarked upon this venture.

The exhibition will show the moon’s wealth, the technical prospects for lunar mining and industrial exploitation of the moon in the 21st century, scientific and technical
vision of how to achieve this goal. The exhibition will show the real moon regolith samples delivered by the true soviet moon missions, the rare earth element found in
lunar meteorites from the collection of Fersman Mineralogical Museum of Russian Academy of sciences, the material technical evidences of the soviet lunar missions,
the prototypes of technologies, spacecraft to carry the hardware and technical devices that are planned to be used by Roscosmos (the Russian space agency) and
other teams and international corporations to get to the moon and start its commercial exploitation.



The true 20th century Russian moon missions 

Exponents of the real soviet moon missions from Russian space agency 
Roscosmos. The container-module of the lunar automatic station Luna-
16 which delivered the samples of the moon regolith to Earth, the real 
moonwalker, the spacesuit for the moon mission, the model of the moon 
rocket H-1, the model of the moon ground station for the human 
research team etc.

The moon mineralogical wealth 

The samples of the moon regolith delivered to Earth and the samples of 
lunar meteorites containing rare earth elements from the collection of 
Fersman Mineralogical Museum of Russian Academy of sciences.

The lunar industrial potential - Helium-3 as the source of the 
future energy industry and the moon mining of other rare 
elements 

The model of a nuclear fusion reactor based on Helium-3 (Rosatom and 
Roscosmos project); the model of an energy plant and lunar mining 
facilities in 21st century.

The moon race in 21st century – spacecraft, lunar habitation and 
moon exploration 

The models of the spacecraft, moon rovers and moon base (Russia, 
USA, Europe, China)
The perspective technologies and tech projects

What we plan to show
This exhibition will contain different exponents concerning the moon and the scientific and tech moon programs. It will inspire different curious minds -
teens and grown-ups. The exhibition will consist of 4 main segments.



The exhibition will contain material objects and video demonstrations concerning the moon conquest and the future tech. If you are 
still able to wonder the human endeavour in taking the barrier – you must visit this exhibition.  The great dream will give the hope.

Where it will take place 

The exhibition is planned to be carried out 
in the following countries: 
USA 
Russia 
Germany 
France 
Canada 
Great Britain 
China 
Japan 
Australia
Saudi Arabia
Qatar



Partners of the exhibition project

Russian general partners
Russian Academy of sciences - Fersman Mineralogical Museum of Russian Academy of sciences
Russian space agency – ROSCOSMOS
Nuclear energy corporation – ROSATOM
International general partners
Space corporation – SpaceX (USA)
Space corporation – Eurospace (EU)



The sponsorship offer

We offer to support our project through the sponsorship program. Our sponsors will get PR and media options, opportunity to 
advertise their projects and brands. The exhibition will be in different countries and sponsors will be able to get the international 
auditory.  Many VIPs will be invited to visit the exhibition and the exhibition will be an event platform to meet and establish 
communications with target persons.  For more information please get in touch with our press center  - www.moon-21.com 



Project’s ambassador

The " ambassador " of the project, representing the project 
in all countries (and primarily in the USA and Canada), will 
be Richard Allen Garriott and his wife Liticia Garriott -
members of the X Prize Foundation Board of Trustees and 
Elon Musk's business partners.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Garriott

Also, each country of the exhibition is supposed to have its 
own patron of the exhibition - negotiations are underway 
with representatives of the highest aristocracy of Europe in 
every host country.                                                                                                          

www.moon-21.com 



Fersman Mineralogical Museum of the Russian Academy of sciences 

is the oldest in Russia and one of the oldest in Europe mineralogical museums – it is closely related to the 
development of mineralogy in Russia and the study of lunar minerals.
Its collection of moon minerals is unique, impressive and allows you to appreciate all the benefits that 
humanity will receive from mining and  exploitation the satellite of the Earth.                                              

fmm.ru 

The Institute for Special Scientific Investigations is 
the official service partner of the Mineralogical 

Museum in organizing and conducting the exhibition 
project in all countries.

ISSI, www.is-si.ru, info@is-si.ru, is-si@inbox.ru



MOON-21.COM
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